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a b s t r a c t

Feature-based product modeling is the leading approach for the integrated representation of engineer-
ing product data. On the one side, this approach has stimulated the development of formal models and
vocabularies, data standards and computational ontologies. On the other side, the current ways to model
features are considered problematic since it lacks a principled and uniform methodology for feature rep-
resentation.

This paper reviews the state of art of feature-based modeling approaches by concentrating on how
features are conceptualized. It points out the drawbacks of current approaches and proposes a high-level
ontology-based perspective to harmonize the definition of feature.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) deals with the entire
spectrum of data and knowledge concerning the lifespan of
industrial products, from the initial phases of requirements
elicitation and design, to later phases like manufacturing,1 selling
and product’s disposal [1]. In order to be machine-processable and
cognitively transparent to software agents and to the variety of
stakeholders involved in PLM tasks, product knowledge needs to
be specified in languages with formal semantics and driven by
experts’ conceptualizations about their domains of expertise [2–4].

Computer-based technologies, generically called CAx, used
for engineering purposes, like Computer-Aided Design (CAD),
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE), Computer-AidedManufactur-
ing (CAM), and Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) systems,
are traditionally focused on specific modeling tasks. Hence, they
are used by different expert communities at different stages of the
PLM cycle [5,6]. As a consequence, the conceptual models behind
these systems can differ on the type of data they allow to specify
and on how such data is organized. For instance, from a CAD per-
spective, a product is a (possibly complex) geometric entity, while
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from the CAPP perspective, it is the result of production activities
carried out by production tools [7,8].

In order to facilitate PLM tasks, as well as heterogeneous data
sharing, multiple-views representation and engineering models
interoperability, CAx technologies are asked to be more inte-
grated [9–11]. Additionally, they need to answer the need for em-
bedding qualitative specifications about the engineering intents
into quantitative models. Information about what the product is
useful for, what are the costs for its production, or the environmen-
tal impacts of the manufacturing processes should be coherently
available in the models used across the PLM cycle [12–16].

Feature-basedmodeling approaches have played a relevant role
for qualitative knowledge specification and integration since the
’70s [17,5,18], and feature-based CAx systems are currently con-
sidered the state-of-art technologies for product modeling [6,19].
Much of the research work in this area has been focused on the de-
velopment of algorithms for the recognition of features in design
models, as well as on the development of design-by-features tech-
nologies [7,20].

Despite the efforts in the last 40 years, feature-based ap-
proaches still have not led to a common understanding of what
counts as feature, nor to a principled methodology for feature
knowledge specification in formal languages. Each community has
proposed its own classification and data model, suitable for their
specific tasks, and has built CAx systems on top of such models.
As a result, features remain entities differently understood by the
different stakeholders. Furthermore, their description is limited
to specific modeling concerns and, typically, application-driven.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cad.2016.07.001
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In this scenario, the product models used at different phases can
hardly be integrated and shared within and across communities.

In this paper we review the literature concerning the conceptu-
alization of feature notions. Our review is guided by an ontology-
based reading of features. For this reason, we will pay particular
attention to ontology inspired works which are today widely
employed for product data classification and knowledge represen-
tation, and are used in advanced CAx systems to foster data shar-
ing and inter-systems interoperability. Differently from previous
reviews, which analyze algorithmic procedures for features recog-
nition, feature-based CAx systems or design-by-features method-
ologies, we focus primarily on the semantics of feature notions,
namely on how they are understood across communities, rather
than how they are computationally treated in implementation
systems. The review is motivated by the lack of progress in
understanding the semantics of features. The development and
formalization of a broadly applicable knowledge base for PLM re-
quires indeed to systematically analyze the concepts at stake, and
that of feature foremost, before moving into application concerns.

2. Research methodology

The initial motivation for this review was the observation that
after 40 years of feature-basedmodeling, there is no unifying view,
not to say understanding, of features. If todaywe ask experts about
what a feature is, what properties it has, how we should classify it
and, finally, how to model it, we would get puzzled by the variety
of answers, by the impossibility to harmonize the answers, even
by the lack of a common core for feature understanding. Given the
emphasis on featuremodeling thatwe find in the literature and the
number of tools based on feature representation that are available,
this situation shows that the problem of feature understanding
and modeling is deeper than what has been thought so far, and
that it does not seem possible to converge to a coherent feature
framework by simply exploiting a naïve view of features. In short,
we need a feature theory.

This paper aims to look at what we have learned in these years
of feature studies: what types of features have been used, what
problems have been faced, what is shared among the different
views.We consider this is a preliminary step to find a way tomove
on, perhaps in terms of a change of perspective.

We consider a wide spectrum of publications related to the or-
ganization, representation andmanagement of product knowledge
and data. The references span from traditional approaches for ge-
ometric and parametric feature modeling, to feature taxonomies,
object-oriented feature modeling, the development of advanced
CAx systems, the application of feature-based approaches to
e.g. production costs evaluation, manufacturing verification, ma-
chining, functional specification, assembly, among others. A va-
riety of papers dealing with the formal representation of feature
knowledge via ontologies is particularly relevant here. Ontologies
are today the state of art for transparentmodeling, for handling hu-
man knowledge in a computer tractable way, for reliably sharing
data without loss of relevant information, and for enabling system
interoperability. Since there are different types of ontologies, and
these can be applied in different ways, we will try to see how suc-
cessful they have been and what is still missing.

Our analysis of the literature is driven by theoretical insights
and formal approaches in ontology engineering [21,22]. In par-
ticular, we will point out that the approaches exploited so far in
this area of engineering are limited to the so-called semantic tech-
nologies, which are quite weak when dealing with sophisticated
notions like, we claim, that of feature. Therefore, the state of art
presented in Section 3, instead of evaluating technological solu-
tions or algorithmic procedures bywhichmost productmodels are
implemented, focuses on the conceptual models behind these im-
plementations and aims to isolate the foundational assumptions
by which features are identified and represented. Accordingly, we
investigate how people and organizations understand the domain
where they are used and reveal which assumptions drive the de-
velopment of a certain application [23].

3. State of art: a critical analysis

This section consists of three parts: a report on existing state-
of-art reviews concerning feature-based approaches (Section 3.1);
an overview of feature definitions focusing on the different
understandings of feature notions for PLM purposes (Section 3.2)2;
and a description of how features are formally represented in
information models (Section 3.3).

3.1. Reviews of feature-based approaches

Several survey papers concerning the development and appli-
cation of feature-basedmodeling approaches have been presented.
The works of Salomon and colleagues [18] and of Bronsvoort and
Jansen [24] are amongst the first surveys concerning research is-
sues in feature-basedmethodologies and technologies. From these
publications, it emerges that feature-basedmodelswere conceived
as being dependent on application constraints and on specific ex-
pertise modeling views already at the beginning of the 1990s. As
a consequence, engineering models were reusable only at the ex-
pense of large re-engineering procedures. To cope with these and
other modeling issues, [18,24] proposed to look at methodologies
and technologies allowing multiple views integration.

In 1995, van Leeuwen and colleagues [25] discussed the appli-
cation of feature-based methods for Architecture and Building In-
formation Models and provided a brief review of the state of art of
feature-based approaches across mechanical engineering. In this
paper they firstly addressed the need of unambiguous and con-
ceptually clear formal models for data modeling and data sharing
in engineering; secondly, they addressed the heterogeneous views
integration as a main bottleneck for engineering modeling tasks;
lastly, they emphasized the necessity to embed qualitative data
into quantitative models to allow the formal representation of the
designers’ intents.

The situation has changed only slightly since then and the de-
scribed shortcomings can be found in today’s modeling method-
ologies as well. Bronsvoort and colleagues [26] highlight similar
shortcomings in existing commercial feature-based systems like
the lack of clear semantic specifications for feature notions and
the lack of integration for multiple views. According to the au-
thors, features are typically treated in CAx systems as shapemacros
and, behind morphological aspects, do not support specification of
the intents. Amongst the open issues that require further research
work, the authors point out the need of new approaches to allow
feature models exchange across systems without losing semantic
information.

Ma et al. [6] provide an overview of current research issues
related to feature modeling, spanning from CAx technologies and
methods for feature recognition to data interoperability issues.
On the one hand, the authors stress the difficulty of developing
shared conceptualizations and formal representations of feature
knowledge, given that these tend to be application-dependent; on
the other hand, they propose a general layout for feature definition
that aims to be application independent (see Section 3.3).

2 Feature-based approaches in software engineering are behind the purposes of
this work.
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Table 1
Some feature definitions used in the literature.

Feature definitions

‘‘A region of interest in a part model’’ [42]
‘‘[. . . ] modeling entities that allow commonly used shapes to be characterised [. . . ] with a set of attributes relevant to an application’’ [17]
‘‘An information unit describing an aggregation of properties of a product model that are relevant in the scope of a specific view on the product’’ [43]
‘‘The engineering meaning of the geometry of a part or assembly’’ [44]
‘‘The characteristics of a product that result from design’’ [45]
‘‘[. . . ] a physical entity that makes up some physical part’’ [17]
Several research efforts have focused on the development of
algorithms and techniques for automatic feature recognition. The
overall goal is to facilitate the integration of CAD systems to
downstream CAx applications. Han [27], Han et al. [28], Babic
et al. [20] and van den Berg et al. [29] provide reviews of various
algorithmic techniques for features recognition in design models,
like syntactic pattern recognition, rule-based, graph-based and
geometric reasoning methods. The authors emphasize how the
strength of recognition approaches is threatened by the different
ways the same features can be interpreted depending on the
product lifecycle stage or application concerns.

3.2. An overview of existing feature definitions

Features were introduced in the late ’70s as modeling elements
in CAx systems to represent and reason over both quantitative
and qualitative data relevant for product development purposes
[17,30–32]. In this sense, featuremodeling represents an evolution
of computer-based geometric representation, and is nowadays the
prevalent approach for product modeling [32,33,11,34]. The early
goal was to overcome the repetitive modeling of similar compo-
nents by developing (software) libraries of pre-defined elements.
Initially, features were especially used to organize part programs
in Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines [35]. From this
perspective, a feature, like a hole or a pocket, is a set of surfaces
in a computer model associated to some parameters for manu-
facturing. Later, it was realized that features could be used to an-
chor other kinds of qualitative information, namely non-geometric
(product) properties useful for modeling tasks. In object-oriented
programming, a featurewas represented as a class characterizedby
various attributes; this led to develop taxonomies of features by al-
lowing attribute inheritance from themost general to themost spe-
cific classes in a taxonomy (e.g. [17,30,36]). For instance, threaded
hole feature is classified as a subclass of hole feature since the for-
mer, being characterized via the threaded attribute, is more spe-
cific than the latter. Soon the initial geometrical view of features
was augmented with other types of modeling information mak-
ing features themselves irreducible to geometrical entities. Accord-
ing to ElMaraghy [37] ‘‘[. . . ] features refer to recognizable shapes
which cannot be further decomposed, otherwise they will reduce
to meaningless geometric entities such as lines, points, and sur-
faces’’. Di Stefano and colleagues [38] observed that ‘‘the overall
aim of feature-based representation is to convert low level geo-
metrical information into high level description in terms of form,
functional, manufacturing or assembly features’’.

On the other hand, from the very beginning some proposed to
see features as real-world constituents of products. In their seminal
work, Shah and Mäntylä [17] employ two readings of ‘feature’, on
the one side as an ‘‘information cluster’’ for the integrated repre-
sentation of engineering data, on the other side as ‘‘[. . . ] a physical
constituent of a part’’ [17, p. 97]. This ambiguous use of the term
has not been without consequences. Brunetti [39], for instance,
claims that ‘‘a feature is not limited to physical elements and ex-
ists only in the world of information models’’ (see also [40]). From
this perspective, a feature is a modeling element in a CAx system
used to convey geometric and non-geometric information about
the product under design. On the other side, Nepal et al. [41] take
features to be ‘‘meaningful real world entities to which one can
associate construction-specific information’’. These remarks show
that the meaning of ‘feature’ is not fixed, it is chosen depending on
the application and context and, unfortunately, without a system-
atic treatment of its semantics. Table 1 presents some most recur-
rent definitions for ‘feature’. The double understanding of feature,
amodeling element and a physical entity, emerges clearly from the
definitions.

As said, historically much work in feature-based product mod-
eling has been focused on form features, namely feature specifica-
tions in terms of shapes recurrently used for product development
purposes like hole, slot, pocket, boss and chamfer [46,36]. These
features are called simple (or primitive, atomic) since they are not
decomposable in smaller units. In contrast, features like counter-
bore are called composite (or compound), because they result from
the aggregation of simple features, e.g. two holes [24,7]. However,
the exploitation of feature-based modeling to design, manufactur-
ing planning or engineering analysis [11,28,47–49], among others,
led to featuremodels and terminologies driven by application con-
cerns, so that the information attached to features is tuned to a
given product lifecycle phase or to a specific application [17,50,18,
6]. Table 2 lists some feature categories currently used across the
literature. The table is neither an exhaustive list of the variety of
categories proposed, nor shows the relationships between these
categories. Assembly features, for instance, are sometimes con-
ceived only from a geometric perspective [43,51], while in some
other cases their description is enriched with manufacturing de-
tails [52–54]. Currently, there is no shared methodology for fea-
ture classification, as it depends on application requirements and
scenarios; doubts have also been raised about the possibility of an
exhaustive categorization of all feature types [28,7].

The dependency on applications has led to the characterization
of the very same feature in different ways depending on the
modeling perspective one adopts [18,26,40]. A through hole, for
instance, is classified as a functional feature if described from the
perspective of its functionality in a product, while it is classified as
a machining feature if emphasis is put on the operations required
for the hole realization [24]. Interoperability problems arise among
different classifications, because the semantics of the represented
notions change. A hole as a functional feature, for instance, is
meant as a void space in a product, sometimes called a negative
volume [69]. It is because of a void that an assembly functionality
can be attributed to a hole used to accommodate a screw. On
the other hand, process planners reason in terms of volumes
of material to be removed from the workpiece undergoing a
manufacturing process. Thus, a hole as a machining feature is a
product’s part to be removed from the workpiece.

Nowadays, the notion of feature is used with a variety of
meanings for product modeling purposes, not only with reference
to holes, bosses and the like, but ‘‘anything having an attribute of
interest’’ [70]. Features include components used for assembly, but
also qualitative characteristics like colors, dimensions and shapes
among others [63,71,58]. This generality is not surprising: from
the very beginning some have proposed to understand features as
any element in a product that is relevant for product development
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Table 2
A partial list of feature categories (ordered alphabetically) with use information and examples.

Feature class Feature use Example Reference

Assembly feature Used to represent assembly knowledge Shaft for assembly [43,51–54]
CAE feature Used to represent engineering analysis knowledge Stress analysis feature, fluid flow analysis feature [47,48,55–57]
Component feature Used to represent components Wall, column, screw [24,58,59]
Form feature Used to represent elements characterized via shape

properties
Hole, pocket, chamfer [60,18,24,27,28,52,61,62]

Functional feature Used to represent functional knowledge Hole for assembly [18,24,26,63–65]
Geometric feature Used to represent a geometric element Surface, edge, vertice [60,17,24,27]
Machining feature Used to represent the effects of machining

processes
Amount of material swept during a drilling
process

[9,10,19,27,28,47,49,66–68]

Material feature Used to represent material properties Ceramic feature [17,62,61,11]
purposes. In De Fazio and colleagues [72], for instance, feature is
defined as ‘‘any geometric or non-geometric attribute of a discrete
part whose presence [is] relevant to the products function [..]’’. The
work recently proposed by Pourtalebi and Horvath [73] represents
a step forward in feature modeling, since the authors propose
looking at features as complex properties of engineering systems. A
feature is not just a product’s aspect, such as color and dimension,
but is rather a property that is structured in (possibly simpler)
further properties. This is an interesting approach devoted to the
application of a feature-based methodology to the overall design
of engineering systems. From the point of view of this review, it
is a new challenging step towards a unified view of engineering
features.

The interoperability problem raised by heterogeneous and
fragmented treatments of features across engineering calls for
representational methodologies that can at least clarify the dif-
ferent types of information at stake. Hopefully, we can also orga-
nize such information in a way that is coherent with the different
modeling perspectives. This would allow reliable data integration
while preserving the intended semantics. Yet, at the moment this
does not seem possible and each community adopts its own repre-
sentational approach relying on specific application requirements
[11,19,66,74].

3.3. Representing features in information models

Several initiatives focus on the development of feature speci-
fications in terms of data modeling standards, computational on-
tologies, taxonomies, etc. for disparate applications within the
product lifecycle data modeling.

The ISO standard Automation systems and integration–Product
data representation and exchange, known as STEP (ISO10303) [75],
is considered the most relevant effort towards the standardization
of product data [76] and the development of engineering environ-
ments for data sharing and management across the entire product
life-cycle [77]. STEP provides a set of models formalized in the EX-
PRESS language [78] as well as an application-independent data
format to represent and share product data. The AP224 [79] is the
STEP application protocol dedicated to feature-based modeling. It
specifies recurrent shapes used in manufacturing scenarios. Sim-
ilarly, the standard ISO 14649 [80] (STEP-NC), resulting from the
combination of STEP with the Data Model for Computerized Nu-
merical Controllers data structure, classifies various manufacturing
features. STEP-NC relates features to the operations and the tools
required for their realization inmanufacturing environments. Both
STEP and STEP-NC are largely used for feature-based productmod-
eling. The reader can find further information in [81–83].

Ma and colleagues [6,34,84,85] propose a general modeling
framework for feature-based information management, which is
meant to be general enough to cover all application-driven feature
categories (see also [11,86]). The so-called ‘generic feature’ is
represented as a UML class that aggregates both quantitative and
qualitative constraints. The proposed approach, however, does not
provide an explicit characterization of the meaning of feature.
This threatens the ability of computer systems to access data
semantics as well as to support inter-humans communication. For
example, the assumption that the parties involved in data sharing
already agree on a common understanding of features constrains
the applicability of the approach to single application tasks or to
limited groups.

Some research communities have proposed to use computa-
tional ontologies for feature-based modeling and data sharing be-
tween CAx systems. In computer science ontologies are logical
theories, usually encoded in decidable and tractable languages
like Description Logics (DL) [87] and the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [88]. Ideally, an ontology is used to explicitly represent
a conceptualization of a domain, that is, to constrain the inter-
pretation of a vocabulary to rule out undesired models and to
solve ambiguities concerning the semantics of the employed terms
[89,23]. Ontologies are currently used for disparate purposes re-
lated to information representation and exploitation, like data
sharing and interoperability, data storage and retrieval, knowledge
representation and reasoning [21].

The Core Product Model (CPM) ontology [13], developed at
the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
conceives a product as an aggregation of form, feature and function,
where feature ismeant as ‘‘a subset of the formof an object that has
some function assigned to it’’. The CPM is reused across different
research projects. Dartigues and colleagues [8] propose a CPM
extension to integrate CAD and CAPP systems by means of the
so-called Feature Ontology. The latter is formalized in the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [90] and the Knowledge Interchange
Format (KIF) [91]. The class ‘feature’ is here specified as the
aggregation of different (technological, economic, etc.) constraints
by which application-driven knowledge can be specified to
foster CAD/CAPP integration. Additionally, the Feature Ontology
includes a taxonomy of form features based on STEP, covering
e.g. subtraction and protrusion features, among others.

The Common Design-Feature Ontology (CDFO) [92,93] is an
ontology for CAD systems interoperability. Various feature classes
(e.g. hole, counterbore, countersunk) are extracted from systems
like Catia V5, Pro/ENGINEERING and SolidWorks, and classified
into an OWL taxonomy. For example, a general class for hole
features, taken from CATIA, is specialized via the SolidWorks
classes ‘simple drilled’, ‘tapered drilled’, ‘counterbore drilled’, etc.

Deshayes and colleagues [94] propose a formal representation
in KIF of manufacturing processes by means of the Process Specifi-
cation Language standard (PSL, ISO 18629) [95]. The ontology thus
includes notions like tool, workpiece, volume and machine tool,
which are relevant for process representation. In this framework,
features are the result of cutting operations bymachining tools. The
terms used in the ontology are however only informally defined in
natural language, rather than constrained in a formal manner. Fur-
ther examples of PSL-based feature representations are in [96].

Researchers at theWolfson School of Mechanical andManufac-
turing Engineering at Loughborough University propose different
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ontologies to deal with product lifecycle information. The ontolo-
gies are formalized in the Extended Common Logic Interchange
Format (ECLIF), which is the extended version of Common Logic
embedded in the commercial HighFleet environment used for on-
tology development. As an extension of Common Logic, ECLIF al-
lows the formalization of more expressive constraints than OWL,
such as e.g. n-ary predicates. Usman and colleagues [97] propose
the Manufacturing Core Ontology (MCCO) as a common semantic
foundation for knowledge representation in manufacturing; the
ontology is extended and exploited in [98] for manufacturability
analysis and verification. Among its classes, theMCCO includes ‘re-
alized part’, ‘part version’, ‘manufacturing facility’ and ‘manufac-
turing process’, which are associated via different relationships. In
these works the notion of feature is understood as ‘‘anything hav-
ing an attribute of interest’’ [70]; e.g., a form feature is a feature that
has ‘form’ as attribute of interest, whereas ‘production method’ is
the attribute of interest for production feature. ‘Feature’, as a class,
is subsumed under ‘object’, which is meant as a physical entity ex-
isting in space and time [99–101]. Imran and Young [54] represent
assembly constraints in KIF for data sharing in assembly design and
planning. In [102] features are used to share product data across
design and machining experts within a company.

Kim and colleagues [60] use the notion of assembly feature to
represent joining constraints. An assembly feature is understood as
a form feature that is functional to assemble different components.
The proposed ontology includes general classes like ‘product’,
‘feature’ and ‘manufacturing [process]’, but also more specific
information concerning e.g. whether two parts are welded via a
butt- or T-joint. The ontology is formalized both in OWL and in the
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [103].

Garcia et al. [71] propose an ontology-based approach for
automatic feature recognition to facilitate the linkage between
CADandCAMapplications. The authors provide aCADOntology and
a Feature Ontology. The former specializes the general class ‘CAD
features’ in ‘qualitative features’ and ‘quantitative features’. Then,
‘materials’, ‘colors’ and ‘primitives’ (e.g. ‘line’, ‘arc’) are subsumed
under ‘qualitative features’,whereas ‘angle’, ‘point’ and ‘parameter’
under ‘quantitative features’. The Feature Ontology is used tomodel
more specific classes, such as ‘round slot’, ‘circular hole’, among
others. Both ontologies are expressed in OWL and are related to
each other by a formal map.

In the same direction, Wang and Yu [104] present an ontology
that is split into twomodules, the STEP Box and the Feature Box. The
former consists of a partial OWL formalization of the ISO10303-
AP203 [105] and includes classes for loop, edge, face and surface,
among others, which are the basic building blocks of feature
classes. The latter is a feature library that describes features as
combinations of the STEP Box elements using axioms and SWRL
rules. For example, the feature class ‘through cut’ is represented
a set of inner wall faces that are circularly connected.

4. Open problems in today’s feature-based modeling ap-
proaches

The exploitation of feature-based approaches for the represen-
tation of features as classes of entities sharing common attributes,
such as UML or OWL classes, has been focused on application con-
cerns leaving aside the semantic clarification of the notions as
well as the disambiguation of their meanings. Even the approaches
that propose a general framework treat features as aggregations
of attributes, without addressing the problem of what a feature is
meant to represent.Moreover, as seen in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, some
treat features as non-physical elements, thus entities in product
models that lack spatial and temporal properties, while for oth-
ers features are real-world elements in physical products. The two
views model important aspects that engineers need to take into
account, but their integration in an information system requires
careful analysis: to claim, e.g., that a non-physical feature consti-
tutes a physical product would easily lead to logical inconsisten-
cies. The development of computational models in languages with
formal semantics (e.g. OWL) does not guarantee per se the clari-
fication of the represented notions. Formal semantics is a logical
tool by which the interpretations of a language can be controlled
and constrained to the desired ones. However, it does not sup-
port by itself coherent and transparent knowledge representation
[106–108]. To provide a concrete example, the codification of stan-
dards in Semantic Web languages (see e.g. [109,110]) surely im-
proves the computational tractability of the developed models;
differently from models in EXPRESS, for example, one may auto-
matically reason over a STEP model axiomatized in OWL. How-
ever, the mere codification does not necessarily lead to the
disambiguation of the represented notions. STEP AP224, for exam-
ple, treatsmanufacturing features asmaterials to be removed from
workpieces as well as the results of such removal (see [79, §4.1.5]).
This can lead to ambiguities, especially when software agents are
in play. For example, a hole manufacturing feature can be both a
negative space in a workpiece, and a removed amount of material:
a direct codification of the AP224 in OWL would not remove this
ambiguity.

The ambiguous formal treatment of features is probably
determined by the early successes of the introduction of form
features, and the subsequent attempts to directly extend these
systems to cover non-morphological information [12,111,11,112,
46]. In particular, current approaches suffer from (at least) the
following drawbacks:

• Lack of a general theory to support the analysis and representation
of the employed notions. To overcome this problem, distinctions
between the different entities have been introduced ad hoc
leading to scattered and application-driven characterizations.
Generally speaking, the class of feature includes qualities
(shape, weight, dimension, color, etc.), products’ components,
amounts of material, things like holes, slots and ribs, among
others. In order to develop robust information models, one
should identify and distinguish these entities, and provide a
framework where they can be related to each other and to the
product they refer to. This would allow to state that features
which are not independent entities, like a color or a hole, cannot
be mentioned in a (product) model unless they are explicitly
related to the entity on which they depend.

• Hidden assumptions in the terms’ specification. This problem
is common in specialized domains where general terms are
assumed to be implicit limited to the domain of interest
and, thus, their meaning is not explicitly stated. Examples
are notions like (engineering) function, device and activity. In
these cases, there is an implicit assumption that members of
the community know how to understand these terms. This
assumption particularly applies to standards but ontologies,
especially when developed within a specific community, rely
on the assumption of a shared understanding of the employed
notions. As noted in [102,70], experts within the same research
institution, or in different departments within the same
company, attribute different meanings to the terms daily used
for product development. It is therefore relevant that these
meanings are formally captured to ensure automated data
interoperability and inter-humans communication.

• Lack of an ontological characterization of features. Feature-
basedmodels formally describe various constraints on features,
especially at the morphological level, but do not model
ontological constraints about what features are meant to be.
Bidarra andBronsvoort [113], for example, propose an approach
to maintain features geometry throughout the modeling
process. They do not introduce constraints to bind features
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to other entities: a hole can be inserted in a model without
being related to some non-feature entity. Along the same lines,
Wang and colleagues [104] axiomatize a variety of geometric
constraints on features, but no rule is given to bind instances of
feature classes to other entities. Ontological constraints of this
kind are not only needed to explicitly characterize assumptions
on what features are, but also to verify product models against
experts’ assumptions, see e.g. [54,98].

• Lack of an approach that describes understandings of feature
notions and allows their comparison, integration and possibly uni-
fication. A coherent description of the variety of understand-
ings of feature notions is necessary to clarify the space of
engineering features and to develop a solid comparison towards
integration and possibly modeling unification. The approaches
developed today tend to reduce features to morphological de-
scriptions. In [70], for instance, a screwhole (functional feature)
in a designmodel is declared equivalent (via a formal mapping)
to a web hole (machining feature) in a manufacturing model
about the same product. The rationale is that features sharing
the same geometry can be identified (see [114] for a similar
approach). Although geometric properties seem to provide an
anchor to identify or at least combine features, geometry does
not provide a solid base to deal with non-quantitative proper-
ties. The risk is tomiss the design intents behind heterogeneous
perspectives. In the example in [70], instead of identifying the
features, one should integrate the functional and manufactur-
ing constraints they provide so to preserve all available infor-
mation.

• Lack of ontological distinctions in formal models. Approaches
like [115,116] use mereo-topological theories (theories based
on parthood and connection relationships) for the representa-
tion of assembly features. This is a promising line of research
since mereo-topologies are robust knowledge representation
theories and their exploitation in design andmanufacturing has
been advocated for almost twenty years [117,118]. However,
the parthood relationship has different propertieswhen applied
to objects, processes or space; without a previous ontological
distinction of the entities, the formal consequences of these the-
ories can easily be misinterpreted.

From this list of problems emerges the need of a theory for
engineering concepts, among which feature, that on the one side
represents experts’ perspectives and application concerns, and
on the other is clear on the domain entities at play. Otherwise
said, the theory has to capture the semantics of the employed
notions as used in the practise of product development, and has
to discriminate between domain entities on the grounds of their
ontological properties. Thus, the theory has to include an ontology
for feature-based representation that, relying on fundamental
distinctions like material vs information, object vs process and
property vs role, can make sense of the heterogeneity of data in
product models.

In order to fulfill this purpose, we reckon on the theoretical
insights and formal methods of ontology engineering [106,119]
and, in the next section, give the basic elements for a principled
characterization of features. We propose this as the basis of a
coherent and unifying feature framework.

5. Basic elements for an ontological modeling of features

The analysis of the literature shows that a feature is understood
as an entity that is significant for a product lifecycle task,
something that is ‘‘meaningful’’ from a modeling viewpoint (see
Table 1). This tells us that ‘feature’ has to be understood as a
technical term: something relevant in or for the product lifecycle.
Still, not everything is a feature; the product itself is not a feature,
it is rather said to have features.
Ontologically, one starts by listing the variety of features used
in the domain with the goal to discriminate and organize this
collection of examples in relevant types. For this step, it helps to
remind that sometimes features are information elements, e.g., the
description of a geometrical shape, and in other cases physical
entities related to products, e.g. a handle (a physical part of a
product). In other cases, features are properties of the product, like
its weight, or contextual properties, like its cost; other features are
capabilities, like when the piece must hold a certain pressure.

Looking at the different examples, one can posit a basic
distinction in terms of what we will call I-feature (information
feature) and P-feature (physical feature), that is, the distinction
between feature as information entity and feature as physical
entity:

I-feature: Feature, in the sense of an information entity, is an
element of a product model used to reason about
the product under design, its manufacturing, assembly
constraints, production costs, etc. The information
entities symbolically represented in feature libraries
used in CAx systems fall within this feature type.
Following this perspective, the intended meaning of
I-feature is captured in the literature by definitions
like: ‘‘An information unit describing an aggregation of
properties of a product model that are relevant in the
scope of a specific view on the product’’ [43].

P-feature: Feature, in the sense of a physical entity, is an element
related to a physical object, typically the product itself.
This type of feature is captured in the literature by
definitions like: ‘‘The characteristics of a product that
result from design’’ [45], or ‘‘[. . . ] a physical constituent
of a part’’ [17]. In this sense, a quality (e.g. color, shape),
a component (a handle, a door), an amount of material,
or a slot, step, chamfer in the product are P-features.

The two readings are strictly related, as P-features are phys-
ical entities whose properties are described by corresponding
I-features. From this perspective, to claim that a (physical) fea-
ture is an entity with ‘‘engineering significance’’ (e.g. [120,17,121])
means that it is described by an information element (I-feature) in
a product model; that is, it is because of a product model that a
physical element ‘‘acquires’’ engineering significance for a model-
ing task.

The two readings have been co-existing for at least 20 years
but, unfortunately, the distinction has been often blurred and not
treated in a systematic manner. Salomons and colleagues [18], for
example, refer to I-features when claiming that a feature is ‘‘a car-
rier of product information that may aid design or communication
between design andmanufacturing, or between other engineering
tasks’’. Similarly, in their seminal work Shah and Mäntylä [17] see
a feature as an ‘‘information cluster’’ for integrated product data
representation. However, they muddle the I-feature/P-feature no-
tions when adding that ‘‘a feature is a physical constituent of a
part’’ [17, p. 97]. From the ontological perspective, thework of Shah
andMäntylä suffers froma conceptual ambiguity, as the distinction
between information and physical features is blurred. Butwhy, one
could ask, shouldwe keep these two notions apart? The reason lies
in the differences in their ontological characteristics. The very same
I-feature can be used in two productmodels, e.g. the same descrip-
tion of a screwdriver handle can be in several variants, like the one
with a slot tip and the one with a Philips tip. Instead, a physical
feature is related to a specific physical object and is necessarily lo-
cated in it: if we consider two screwdrivers, no matter how simi-
lar, each has its own handle, thus there are necessarily two handle
P-features.

The distinction between information and physical elements for
product development purposes is quite common in engineering,
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and is adopted in well-established ontologies and standards.
Thus, our suggestion to systematically enforce the I-feature/P-
feature distinction in modeling features is well justified and
complies with good engineering practices. For instance, the
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [122] distinguishes between
classes like ‘IfcTypeProduct’ and ‘IfcProduct’, which are associated
by the (reified) relation ‘IfcRelDefinesByType’. Accordingly, the
former is used to specify information that characterizes instances
of the latter, namely properties of physical objects. For example,
Maria’s car (a physical object) is a FIAT-500N-1957, because it
satisfies the constraint defined by the corresponding FIAT-500N-
1957-Type. Then, the latter is a list of properties that some physical
object has to satisfy [107].

A similar approach, in this case on temporal entities, is
employed in PSL (ISO18629) [95] where the class ‘Activity’ is
distinguished from the class ‘Activity Occurrence’. In PSL an
activity-occurrence is an event occurring at a certain time and sat-
isfying the constraints established by an activity. The very same ac-
tivity can constrain several activity-occurrences since it is meant
as ‘‘[. . . ] a repeatable pattern of behaviour’’ [95]. In this sense,
‘Activity’ provides the information related to a certain activity-
occurrence like the properties (e.g. ordering constraints) that the
occurrence has to satisfy. In the Design Ontology [123] the con-
tent of a model is understood as a ‘proposition’, along with the
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [124], namely an ab-
stract entity that lacks space–time location and is represented via
a language. Similarly, in the literature about conceptual modeling,
a product as amaterial object is distinguished from its correspond-
ing product type, which refers to properties that the former has to
satisfy [125,126].3

Following these approaches, I-features are (typically complex)
properties used to define product types. On the other hand,
P-features are entities in space and time that satisfy I-features. For
example, a particular physical slot in a product is a P-feature that
corresponds to the realization of an I-feature, meaning that the
latter specifies, e.g., the form and the functional properties of the
former. In particular, any P-feature has a corresponding I-feature,
although the latter might not be explicitly represented in a model.
Actually, a P-featuremay correspond to several I-features since the
physical product may satisfy slightly different models depending
on the range of parameters, granularity and tolerance. Vice versa,
not all I-features are realized as P-features, e.g. when they are
introduced as design alternatives. Borrowing the terminology from
IFC, we call typization the relationship between P-feature and
I-feature: if an I-feature ‘typizes’ a P-feature, then the latter
satisfies the constraints established by the former.

Finally, the distinction between I-feature and P-feature allows
us to distinguish between properties that physical entities satisfy
because they were produced according to a design model, from
properties that they satisfy because of their ontological status.
A hole feature in a product model, for example, can be a form
I-feature, if characterized by shape constraints, and a functional
I-feature if characterized by functional constraints. A physical hole
in a product, which has been intentionally realized to satisfy both
those shape and functional I-features, is a physical feature with its
specific form and functionality. These two properties (form and
functionality) are intentionally realized according to the design
requirements. Instead, there are properties that are not related

3 Havingmentioned different languages, one could introduce here the distinction
between information and representational supports (the latter being, e.g., a printed
document or a software file where the information is coded). After all, the very
same I-feature can be represented in a CAD model, in an engineering drawing
and in a spatial logical theory. Nonetheless, since representations are needed
only for communication purposes, they can be disregarded in discussing the basic
distinctions across engineering features.
to the design, for instance that the (physical) hole is a physical
and non-material object in space and time, that it depends on
the presence and shape of other material objects, and that other
material objects can be allocated in it [127,128]. It is this latter
type of properties that we have started to exploit in this section in
order to suggest how an ontological view of engineering features
can emerge via a systematic analysis of their properties.

6. Discussion and conclusions

This paper provided a critical review of the state of art of
feature-based product knowledge representation with emphasis
on conceptualization problems and on drawbacks of existing
unifying approaches. Our work departs from previous reviews
of the literature which typically focus on how features are
implemented in CAx systems. Instead, our modeling concerns
led us to discuss the concepts behind existing feature models,
their understanding and their characterization. As a result of the
literature review, we claimed that todays lack of interoperability
is due to application-driven representational choices in the
information systems for product lifecycle. In particular, we argued
that a high-level distinction should be set to separate information
features (I-feature) and physical features (P-feature). This basic
distinction, already adopted in several engineering standards and
methodologies, has been disregarded in the literature on features.
The consequence is a conceptual ambiguity that has impeded, in
our view, the development of a unifying view. In the last section,
we motivated this distinction with ontological arguments. The
same arguments, we argue, can be exploited to pursue a new
approach for feature classification.

From the literature, a feature should be modeled as an entity
intentionally created or selected for a product development
purpose. Since features are introduced for application purposes,
they are the result of experts’ agreements, creativity andmodeling
choices. In this sense, a feature is an entity intentionally introduced
in the physical product or in its model, thus made (created) or
described (selected) on purpose to satisfy certain requirements.
Also, an I-feature can be qualitatively and/or quantitatively
characterized, which means that the corresponding properties can
be given in terms of value ranges, tolerances, granularity, etc.
Finally, no feature can exist by itself. Rather, it needs to be related
to some other entity, typically the product (or workpiece) for a
P-feature and the product model for an I-feature. Nonetheless, we
do not exclude the possibility of having features of features, e.g. the
color feature of a part feature, although the pros and cons of this
modeling flexibility should be better investigated.

From these observations, we conclude that even feature mod-
eling representations can be improved by exploiting the distinc-
tion between properties related to application requirements, and
properties related to the domain conceptualization. The latter
properties, called ‘ontological properties’, furnish the elements to
separate the domain entities in distinct classes. They enforce e.g. a
slot assembly feature firstly to be classified as an object that re-
quires to be bound to a non-feature object, and secondly to have
a form that allows the assembly. These constraints are differ-
ent e.g. from those that (ontologically) characterize a component,
which in order to realize its functionality needs to be related to
an object with specific characteristics, whereas it can still exist as
a product (namely, a designed human-made object) even when
detached from any object. On the other hand, the former prop-
erties, call them ‘engineering properties’, play a role in specifying
constraints that are useful for application tasks. A slot assembly
feature, for example, is associated with topological and geometric
descriptions, because this is the information necessary in a CAD
system; a component has a label and a numeric identifier (ID), be-
cause these are required in a productmodel to handle relevant PLM
information.
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In the future, we plan to extend the observations in this paper
to develop a notion of engineering feature which is based on
engineering practices but also conceptually clear and ontologically
sound. From this, we will propose a classification of features.
The idea is to rely on an established formal ontology in order
to provide a logical characterization of the notion of feature
and to make explicit the relationships across different kinds of
features across models. The goal is twofold: to validate from the
theoretical viewpoint the approach that emerged in this review,
and to provide a principled way to clarify and extend existing
approaches. If this line of research is successful, it will help to guide
the evolution of todays feature representation systems towards a
shared understanding of how to understand features and of what
characterizes them.
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